
In any industry there are always organisations that stand 
out from their peers and set the standards that others 
in their field have to aspire to achieve. First established 
by Nicole King, Perfect Plus Tutoring is an organisation 
that certainly meets this criteria leading the way when 
it comes to personally designed tuition programmes 
throughout North Kent, Medway and Maidstone. Nicole 
started up the business after several years working as a 
secondary school English teacher, during that time she 
identified the need for a more student centric focus. With 
a passion for helping students offering a unique tailored 
approach she has gone on to successfully help hundreds 
of students thrive. Nicole runs various homeschooling 
support, classes and visits schools to work with them to 
meet specific student needs. Nicole works with several 
other tutors all fully qualified and DBS checked who offer 
Academic support for students aged 5-18 with GCSE’s, 
Maths, English and Geography. Perfect Plus Tutoring 
have made quite a name for themselves establishing a 
well deserved reputation as one of the rising stars of the 
industry and if the last few years are any barometer of 
what the future holds then there are many successful 
chapters yet to be written in the Perfect Plus Tutoring’s 
story. 

At E2 Media we have recently unveiled the highly 
anticipated 2024 Awards of Excellence, spotlighting 
outstanding achievements across various industries. 
Among the distinguished winners is Perfect Plus Tutoring. 
Their exceptional dedication to providing unparalleled 
service has set them apart, earning them the recognition 
and admiration of both their industry peers and clients 
alike. This accolade not only highlights Perfect Plus 
Tutoring’s commitment to excellence but also highlights 
their consistent efforts to go above and beyond in 
ensuring a positive and seamless experience for their 
students. 

We think it’s important to recognise organisations that 
are bringing something new and innovative to their 
marketplace. They don’t have to be the biggest but have 
to be an organisation that is trying to offer something 
different to what is already out there and above all they 
must offer a great product or service. We feel that Perfect 
Plus Tutoring ticks all the boxes and is a worthy winner of 
our award.

There are many factors to their success but first 
and foremost they are good at what they do 
with the entire team sharing the same steadfast 
determination to maintain the high standards that 
have become such a trademark. 

At Perfect Plus Tutoring they know that every child 
is different and has their own level of learning. 
The programs they offer all start off with a free 
introductory session so the tutors can assess the 
students strengths and weaknesses offering a 
personalised plan allowing the students to reach 
their full potential and gain their confidence back. 
Their classes and resources for all topics are 
aligned with the National Curriculum, and their 
devoted tutors produce specific resources for 
children to ensure that they completely grasp and 
thrive in their study. This includes a variety of their 
own unique perfect plus tailor made materials, 
questions and worksheets. Along with practice 
papers, sample materials from exam boards and 
course textbooks. 

The fact Perfect Plus Tutoring is held in such high regards 
by previous clients tells you everything you need to know 
not only about the services they provide but also the 
ethical way in which they operate. The challenge for  in 
the future as they continue to grow and the demand 
for their services increases will be to maintain the same 
high standards that have become such a trademark and 
continuing to do what they do best. Given the reputation 
they have and the passion they have we think that Perfect 
Plus Tutoring is a name you’ll be hearing much more of 
in the years to come.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
www.perfectplustutoring.com
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